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On M easuring Reactio1 Time with Timing Tester 

BY Tadao Nakai* 

Shigeko Shi1Whara料

Researches into reaction time have been conducted in various fields. However， com-

paratively few of them had prediction intervene between the time at which a stimulus 

was given and that at which the reaction was produced. We， for our part， making 

use of the “sojun" reaction method， measured the reaction time in the case in which 

there was a clue to prediction and in the case of its absence. 

The following is a report on our inquiry into the relation between reaction time 

and prediction space as well as on the comparison of the result of the inquiry with 

that of an inquiry according to N2 of the Cornell index form. 

The subjects of the experiment were 58 students of Keio Gijuku University， who 

are members of the Baseball Division of its Athletic Association. The instrument 

used was a timing tester manufactured by the Tosoku Kogyo K. K. (industry company)， 

with which time might be measured down to the one-hundredth of a second. The 

instrument is operated in such a manner that， when the pointer in the form of a pendu-

lum having a period of two seconds is judged to have been brought in line with the 

“sojun" line on its way back one and a half seconds after starting， the key is to be 

pushed. The window through w hich the pointer passes is semicircular and its right 

half is rendered adjustable. 1n our experiment we eHected adjustment in the follow-

ing seven“sets" or stages in their order: 

1st: total closure， 2nd: 2/3 closure， 3rd: 1/3 closure， 4th: total opening， 5th: 1/3 closure， 

6th: 2/3 closure， 7th: total closure. The experiment was made ten times in each set. 

Results: 

1n regard to the reaction time， there was a general tendency toward the good in 
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the order of third-grade students， first-grade students， fourth-grade students， and se-

cond-grade students， not being in line with the order of grade. The tendency concerning 

each set improved as it passed through the stages of total closure， 2/3 closure， and 

1/3 closure， in the case of the fourth， second， and first graders， the best result being 

achieved by the set of the total opening. On the other hand， the third graders， wher-

eas they showed a similar tendency with respect to total opening， did not [correspond 

to the area of the prediction space in other sets. 

As far as halfcocked reaction was concerned， high percentages were noted in the 

cases of total opening and 1/3 closure. Also， high percentages were shown by the 

senior students. Particularly， the third graders attained 64 percent in the 4th set and 

45 percent in the 5th set， which made then quite conspicuous. 

The result of the investigation by means of the Cornel1 index was that， :compared 

with students in general as well as with the group of those who showed a normal 

reaction， the group of the students who showed a half-cocked reaction had a less tend-

ency toward “depression" and tended to have a deeper concern for the function of the 

body. 

From the above-mentioned results， it is conceivable that reaction time has to do not 

only with the reaction against stimulus but is， generally speaking， also aHected by 

the presence or absence of a clue to prediction. We may further presume that the 

ability to utilize any clue， however insignificant it may be， will cal1 for deliberation. 
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